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ON THE STRUCTURE OF COVARIANT PHASE OBSERVABLES
JUHA-PEKKA PELLONPA¨A¨
Abstract. We study the mathematical structure of covariant phase observables. Such an
observable can alternatively be expressed as a phase matrix, as a sequence of unit vectors, as
a sequence of phase states, or as an equivalent class of covariant trace-preserving operations.
Covariant generalized operator measures are dened by structure matrices which form a W∗-
algebra with phase matrices as its subset. The properties of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of
phase probability measures are studied.
1. Introduction
Covariant phase observables constitute a particular solution to the problem of quantum phase
(see, e.g. [1, 2]). In this paper, we study mathematical properties of covariant phase observables
which are phase shift covariant normalised positive operator measures supported by the phase
interval [0; 2]. In Sections 2{4 we characterize covariant phase observables using phase matrices
and show how a (possible unbounded) sesquilinear form, a phase kernel, determines a phase
observable. In Section 5 we show how a phase observable can be represented as a weak limit
of simple positive operator measures which are determined by certain generalized vectors, that
is, phase states. In Section 6 we nd a covariant trace-preserving operation associated to
any phase observable and we study its properties. In Section 7 covariant generalized operator
measures are dened via structure matrices. The structure matrices form a W-algebra with the
canonical phase matrix as its identity. Finally, in Section 8 we study the pointwise convergence
of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of probability measures dened by phase observables.
2. Phase observables
Let N be the set of the natural numbers including 0, and let H be a complex Hilbert space
with a xed basis fjni 2 H jn 2 Ng. We dene the number operator N := P1n=0 n jni hnj
with its usual domain D(N) :=  2 H n2jhnj ij2 <1} and the phase shifter R() := eiN
for all  2 R. Let L(H), T (H), and T (H)+1 denote the sets of bounded operators, trace-class
operators, and states (positive trace-one operators) on H, respectively.
Let B([0; 2)) denote the -algebra of the Borel subsets of [0; 2). We say that a mapping
E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) is an operator measure if it is -additive (in the weak operator topology),
and we say that E is normalized if E([0; 2)) = I. If E(X)  O for all X 2 B([0; 2)) we say
that E is positive. An operator measure E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) is covariant under the phase
shifts generated by the number operator N if
R()E(X)R() = E(X  )
for allX 2 B([0; 2)) and for all  2 [0; 2), where X := fx 2 [0; 2) j (x−)(mod 2) 2 Xg.
If E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) is a normalised positive operator measure (POM, for short), and if
T 2 T (H)+1 then X 7! tr(TE(X)) is a probability measure.
Let jzi := e−jzj2=2 P1n=0 zn=pn! jni, z 2 C, be a coherent state. Then R() jzi = zei, and
the following proposition is a simple consequence of the basic properties of coherent states (see
e.g. [3]).
1
Proposition 1. Let E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) be an operator measure. Then
pEjze−ii(X) = p
E
jzi(X  ); z 2 C;  2 [0; 2); X 2 B([0; 2));
if and only if E is phase shift covariant.
This proposition shows that phase shift covariance is a natural condition for POMs which
descibe coherent state phase measurements. Thus, we dene a (covariant) phase observable
E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) as a phase shift covariant POM.
3. The structure of phase observables
First we prove a simple proposition for subsequent use. Let B be a complex Banach space,
and let S : HH ! B be a bounded sesquilinear form (the rst argument is antilinear), that
is, kSk := sup kS(’;  )k k’k  1; k k  1} <1.
Proposition 2. Denote Sn;m := S(jni ; jmi) for all n; m 2 N. Then for all ’;  2 H












weakly, and S can be uniquely extended to a linear mapping ~S : T (H) ! B,










where Tm;n := hmjT jni, n; m 2 N. Clearly, ~S(j i h’j) = S(’;  ) for all ’;  2 H.
Proof. For ’;  2 H one gets
kS(’;  )− S(Ps’; Pt )k  kSk k’k k − Pt k+ kSk k’− Ps’k kPt k ! 0
when s; t! 0 where Ps :=
Ps
n=0 jnihnj. Fix T 2 T (H)+1 . One can write T =
P1
k=0 kj’kih’kj
where k 2 [0; 1],
P1
k=0 k = 1, ’k 2 H, and k’kk = 1 for all k 2 N. Dene T :=P1








m=0 Sn;mTm;n which exist sinceP1
k=0 k = 1 and kS(’;  )k  kSk for all vectors ’;  with k’k  1, k k  1. By the
dominated convergence theorem
kT − Ts;tk 
1X
k=0




k (k’k − Pt’kk+ k’k − Ps’kk) ! 0
when s; t!1. As we can easily see from the beginning of the proof, the matrix elements Tn;m
dene the operator T uniquely and, thus, ~S(T ) := T is well-dened. Since any T 2 T (H)
can be uniquely written in the form T = T − T + iγTγ − iT where T, T , Tγ , and T
are states, and , , γ, and  are nonnegative real numbers we can dene ~S(T ) :=  ~S(T) −
 ~S(T) + iγ ~S(Tγ)− i ~S(T). The rest of the proof follows immediately.
Let E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) be a phase observable. From Proposition 2 one sees that it
suces to calculate the matrix elements of operators E(X) for all X 2 B([0; 2)) to determine
the structure of E. This can be done quite easily using the covariance condition (see the proof





where ik(X) := (2)
−1 R
X
eikd for all k 2 Z and X 2 B([0; 2)), and where (cn;m)n;m2N is a
positive semidenite (complex) matrix with cn;n = 1, n 2 N. We say that (cn;m) is a phase
matrix. It can be shown [4] that (cn;m) is a phase matrix if and only if there exist a sequence
( n)n2N of unit vectors such that cn;m = h nj mi, n; m 2 N. If one chooses a constant sequence,




in−m(X) jni hmj ; X 2 B([0; 2)):
On the other hand, for an orthonormal sequence, e.g.  n = jni, n 2 N, one gets the trivial
phase observable
Etriv(X) := i0(X) I; X 2 B([0; 2)):





 2 H  P1n=0 jhnj ij <1}. Let (dn;m)n;m2N be a positive semidenite (com-
plex) matrix, and suppose that supfdn;n jn 2 Ng < 1. It follows that jdn;mj  supfdn;n jn 2
Ng for all n; m 2 N. Especially, for a phase matrix (cn;m), jcn;mj  1 for all n; m 2 N.
The matrix (dn;m) can be interpreted as a positive (possible unbounded in the norm of H)
sequilinear form D : H1 H1 ! C as follows:









The positivity of (dn;m) equals the condition D( ;  )  0 for all  2 H1. Note that, in general,
D is not a linear operator of H.
Since R()H1 = H1 for all  2 [0; 2) we can dene the function





for all ’;  2 H1. Since the series of continuous integrable functionsPs
n=0
Pt
m=0 cn;menemh’jnihmj i, where en() = ein, n 2 N,  2 R, converges uni-
formly when s; t ! 1, the function  7! D(R(−)’;R(−) ) is continuous and integrable











for all X 2 B([0; 2)) and ’;  2 H1. It is easy to show (see, e.g. the proof of Phase Theorem),
that for a xed X 2 B([0; 2)), the sesquilinear form H1  H1 3 (’;  ) 7! F (X)’; 2 C is
bounded and positive and, thus, it has a unique bounded positive extension to HH which is
determined by a unique bounded operator, say, F (X) 2 L(H). Now F (X)  P1n=0 dn;n jni hnj,
and B([0; 2)) 3 X 7! F (X) 2 L(H) is a positive operator measure (for the -additivity,
see the proof of Phase Theorem). So we have justied the following route to dene a phase
observable:
1. take a phase matrix (cn;m) and dene the phase kernel
P1
n;m=0 cn;m jni hmj (which is a
sequilinear form H1 H1 ! C);
2. operate on both sides of
P1









(which is a sequilinear form H1 H1 ! C);








cn;m jni hmjR()d =
1X
n;m=0
cn;min−m(X) jni hmj ;
















for a phase observable E it must be interpreted as a sesquilinear form H1H1 ! C which has
a unique extension to a bounded operator.
5. Phase states
Equip H1 with the norm  7! k k1 :=
P1
n=0 jhnj ij. The continuous linear mappings
H1 ! C form a topological dual H01 of H1. Using the Dirac notation, an element (F j 2 H01 can





where (fn)n2N  C and sup
jfnj n 2 N} < 1. Dening a conjugate form jF ) of (F j as a
mapping
H1 3  7! (F j i 2 C
we may dene the linear space H1 of conjugate forms of the elements of H1. Thus, using the





where (gn)n2N  C and sup
jgnj n 2 N} < 1. Note that (Gj = P1n=0 gnhnj. We can dene
the following norm in H1:
jG) 7! kjG)k1 := sup
jgnj n 2 N} :
Embedding H in H1 we get the following triplet
H1  H  H1:
(isomorphic to the standard sequence space triplet ‘1(N)  ‘2(N)  ‘1(N)).
Let (cn;m) be a phase matrix, and let C :=
P1
n;m=0 cn;m jni hmj be the corresponding phase
kernel H1 H1 ! C. We have the following theorem [3]:





where jFk) 2 H1 for all k 2 N and
P1
k=0 jhnjFk)j2 = 1 for all n 2 N. Conversely, if (jFk))k2N 
H1 is such that
P1
k=0 jhnjFk)j2 = 1 then
P1
k=0 jFk)(Fkj is a phase kernel.
Note that in Theorem 1 the notation
P1
k=0 jFk)(Fkj means a sequilinear form H1 
H1 3 (’;  ) 7!
P1
k=0h’jFk)(Fkj i 2 C where the summation converges absolutely. AlsoP1
k=0 jhnjFk)j2 = 1 for all n 2 N implies that kjFk)k1  1 for all k 2 N.
Let jF ) 2 H1 and dene jF ; ) := R()jF ) and (F ; j := (F jR() for all  2 R. Since
R(0)jF ; ) = jF ;  + 0) we say that jF ; ) is a phase state. It easy to see that the following





jF ; )(F ; jd;
is positive and bounded for all X 2 B([0; 2)) and it denes a covariant positive operator
measure
B([0; 2)) 3 X 7! EF (X) =
1X
n;m=0
hnjF )(F jmiin−m(X) jni hmj 2 L(H):(2)
The operator measure EF is normalized, that is, a phase observable, if and only if jhnjF )j = 1





where (n)n2N  [0; 2). Dene a unitary operator U :=
P1
n=0 e
in jni hnj to get the following
result: EF is a phase observable if and only if
EF (X) = UEcan(X)U
; X 2 B([0; 2)):
If, for two phase obsevables E1 and E2, the condition E1(X) = UE2(X)U
, X 2 B([0; 2)),
holds, we say that E1 is E2 up to unitary equivalence, or briefly, E1 is E2 (u.e.). Thus, using
Theorem 1 we get a variant of Phase Theorem 2.2 of [2]:












where jFk) 2 H1, k 2 N, and
P1
k=0 jhnjFk)j2 = 1.
The phase observable E is defined by a single phase state if and only if E is Ecan (u.e.).
Now the sequence n 7! Pnk=0EFk(X) is increasing and E(X) = s-limn!1 Pnk=0EFk(X) also.
6. Phase observables as operations
A linear mapping  : T (H) ! T (H) is a covariant trace-preserving operation if it is co-
variant (R()(T )R() = (R()TR()), T 2 T (H)) trace-preserving (tr((T )) = tr(T ),
T 2 T (H)), and positive ((T (H)+1 )  T (H)+1 ) (for the theory of operations, see e.g. [5, 6]).
We prove next a theorem essentially due to Hall and Fuss [7, 8].
Theorem 3. A mapping E : B([0; 2)) ! L(H) is a phase observable if and only if
tr(TE(X)) = tr((T )Ecan(X))(3)
for all X 2 B([0; 2)) and T 2 T (H) where  : T (H) ! T (H) is a covariant trace-preserving
operation.




cm;nTn;m jni hmj :(4)
Since T = T − T + iγTγ − iT where T, T, Tγ , and T are states, and
, , γ, and  are nonnegative real numbers, it suces to consider only states.
Thus, assume that T is a state. Since sup
jh’j(T ) ij k’k  1; k k  1} 
sup
nP1
n;m=0 jTn;mj jh’jnij jhmj ij
 k’k  1; k k  1o  1 it follows that (T ) is a bounded
operator. Using a decomposition T =
P1
j=0 jjihjj, j 2 H, j 2 N, one sees that h j(T ) i =P1
j=0
P1
n;m=0 hmjjih jmicm;nhnjjih jni  0 for all  2 H1 and, thus,  is positive. SinceP1
n=0hnj(T )jni = 1, (T ) is a trace-one operator. Moreover, tr(TE(X)) = tr((T )Ecan(X)),
X 2 B([0; 2)), and  is covariant. Thus,  is a covariant trace-preserving operation. The
converse part is trivial.
There are many covariant trace-preserving operations  which satisfy Equation (3). The
operation  dened in (4) is the identity operation in the case of the canonical phase whereas
for the trivial phase it is of the form (T ) =
P1
n=0 Tn;n jni hnj. We note also that, in the case of
the trivial phase, T 7! T0;0 j1i h1j+T1;1 j0i h0j+
P1
n=2 Tn;n jni hnj is an other operation fullling
Theorem 3. Since the diagonal elements Tn;n do not "contain" any phase information of the state
T we see that the trivial phase "loses" all phase information. In the general case, if cn;m = 0
for some n 6= m, there are vector states (other than number states)  := dn jni + dm jmi,
dn; dm 2 C n f0g, jdnj2 + jdmj2 = 1, for which the probability measure X 7! h jE(X) i is
random. Next we study the properties of .
Let E be a phase observable with the phase matrix (cn;m), and let (T ) =P1
n;m=0 cm;nTn;m jni hmj for all T 2 T (H). The dual mapping  : L(H) ! L(H) of an
operation  dened by the relation tr(T (A)) tr((T )A), A 2 L(H), T 2 T (H), is a




cn;mAn;m jni hmj ; A 2 L(H):






k; T 2 T (H);
where Ak :=
P1
n=0(Fkjni jni hnj for all k 2 N showing that  is completely positive (see the











Let +1 : T (H)+1 ! T (H)+1 be the restriction of  to the set of states.
Theorem 4. 1.  and +1 are injections if and only if cn;m 6= 0 for all n; m 2 N;
2. +1 is surjection if and only if E is Ecan (u.e.);
3. +1 is bijection if and only if E is Ecan (u.e.);
4.  preserves pure states ((j i h j)2 = (j i h j) for all unit vectors  2 H) if and only
if E is Ecan (u.e.).
Proof. It is easy to see that  and +1 are injections if and only if cm;nTn;m = 0 for all n; m 2 N
where T 2 T (H) implies that T = O. Thus,  and +1 are injections if and only if cn;m 6= 0
for all n; m.
Suppose that +1 is surjection. If cm;n = 0 = cn;m for some n 6= m then +1 (T ) 6= T 0 :=
(jni+ jmi)(hnj+ hmj)=2 for all T 2 T (H)+1 and, thus, cn;m 6= 0 for all n; m and +1 is injection
and bijection. If jcn;mj < 1 for some n 6= m then there is no state T such that +1 (T ) = T 0.
Thus, jcn;mj = 1, n; m 2 N, and E = Ecan (u.e.). This proves items (2) and (3).
Let  :=
P1




n = 1. Now (j i h j)2 = (j i h j)
implies that
P1
n=0 jcn;mj2d2n = 1 for all m which shows that jcn;mj = 1, n; m 2 N, and E = Ecan
(u.e.). This completes the proof.
7. Covariant GOMs and phase matrices
The standard way to represent an observable in quantum mechanics is to nd an appropriate
self-adjoint operator, or an idempotent POM, which describes that observable. However, in
many cases this representation is too narrow and it is convenient to give up the idempotency
(see, e.g. [6]). The strength of POMs is that they associate a probability measure to all states.
If we restrict ourselves to a subset of (vector) states to be called physical states we can give up
the positivity of POM and require that the operator measure gives a probability measure (via
trace formula) only for physical states. Actually, we do not have to assume that the observable
can even be "dened" for other states that physical ones. Hence, dene a set of physical
states V. It is a linear subspace of the Hilbert space of the physical system. The linearity is
assumed because of the possibility to superpose the physical states. Let SL(V;V;C) be the set
of sesquilinear forms from V V to C (the rst argument is antilinear). A generalized operator
measure [9], or a GOM, G is the mapping from the -algebra A of the set of measurement
outcomes Ω to SL(V;V;C) such that A 3 X ! [G(X)](’;  ) 2 C is a complex measure for all
’;  2 V. It is normalized if [G(Ω)](’;  ) = h’j i, ’;  2 V.
In the case of phase, it is natural to assume that Ω = [0; 2), A = B([0; 2)), and V contains
number states, coherent states, etc. Since they are elements of H1 we assume that V = H1. If
we study the coherent state phase measurements with the associated GOM E : B([0; 2)) !
SL(H1;H1;C), it is natural to assume the following phase shift covariance condition:
[E(X)](jze−i; jze−i) = [E(X  )](jzi; jzi)(5)
for all X 2 B([0; 2)), z 2 C, and  2 [0; 2). The following GOMs are solutions of (5):




where (dn;m) 2 CNN, sup
jdn;mj n;m 2 N} < 1, X 2 B([0; 2)), and ’;  2 H1. We use





and we say that E is a covariant GOM dened by the structure matrix (dn;m). Note that
E([0; 2)) =
P1
n=0 dn;njnihnj can be extended to a unique bounded operator. If dn;n = 1,
n 2 N, then E is normalized. If (dn;m) is a phase matrix then E is a phase observable. For all






Let M1 be a set of structure matrices (dn;m)n;m2N 2 CNN, sup
jdn;mj n;m 2 N} < 1.
Since for all (dn;m) 2M1 we have a unique covariant genaralized operator measure E dened
in (6), we can identify (dn;m) with E. Now M1 is a W-algebra (over C) with the norm
k(dn;m)k := sup
jdn;mj n;m 2 N} <1. The summation, scalar product, and algebra product
are dened pointwise. Let ? be the algebra product operation, that is, (dn;m) ? (en;m) :=
(dn;men;m). The identity of M1 is the canonical phase matrix (cn;m) with cn;m = 1, n; m 2 N.
The algebra M1 is commutative and the involution is (dn;m) 7! (dn;m) := (dn;m). The unique
pre-dual of M1 is the Banach space M1 of matrices (dn;m) for which
P1
n;m=0 jdn;mj < 1. A
matrix (dn;m) 2 M1 has an inverse if and only if dn;m 6= 0 for all n; m 2 N. The inverse is
(d−1n;m). A matrix (dn;m) 2 M1 is positive if dn;m  0 for all n; m 2 N. However, we are not
interested in this standard positivity; we rather study positive semidenitess of matrices.
The positive semidenite matrices of M1 form a -convex cone. We denote it by M+1.
Any (dn;m) 2 M+1 denes a covariant positive operator measure E via Equation (6). The
phase matrices are such matrices of M+1 whose diagonal elements equal one. Let C be the
-convex set of phase matrices. Phase matrices dene phase observables. The phase matrices
of phase observables unitarily equivalent to Ecan are only phase matrices which have phase
matrix inverses. Note that C = C, and for all (cn;m) 2 C the norm k(cn;m)k = 1, that is, all
phase matrices lie on the unit ball.
We can embed the bounded operators, trace class operators, and states in M1 using Propo






















Tn;m jni hmj 2 T (H)+1
)
:
Thus, T +1 contains such (Tn;m) 2 M+1 for which
P1
n=0 Tn;n = 1. Note that T \ C = ; and
C 6 L 6= M1.
As we saw in the previous section, for any phase matrix (cn;m) and a state (Tn;m) the product
(cn;m) ? (Tn;m) is a state. Thus, C ? T +1 = T +1 . An operation  dened in (4) corresponds a
mapping T 3 (Tn;m) 7! (cm;n) ? (Tn;m) 2 T , (cn;m) 2 C, which is continuous with respect to the
trace-norm. If 1 and 2 are the operations (dened in (4)) of phase observables E1 and E2
with (c1n;m) and (c
2




m;n) corresponds the composition
operation 1 2. Note that 1 2 = 2 1.
Let (dn;m) and (en;m) be elements of M+1. Now there exist vector sequences (’n)n2N and
( n)n2N such that dn;m = h’nj’mi and en;m  h nj mi for all n; m 2 N [4]. Now dn;men;m =
h’n ⊗  nj’m ⊗  mi, n; m 2 N, and (dn;m) ? (en;m) 2 M+1. Hence, M+1 ?M+1 = M+1 and
C ? C = C.






n;m = hnjFk)(Fkjmi for all
n; m 2 N, and jFk) 2 H1, k 2 N. Hence, the nite sums of matrices (hnjF )(F jmi)n;m2N,
jF ) 2 H1, form a dense subset of M+1. Every jF ) 2 H1 denes a covariant positive operator
measure EF of Equation (2).
Following [8], we can dene a certain ordering relation on M1 as follows: (dn;m)  (en;m)
if (dn;m) = (en;m) ? (fn;m) for some (fn;m) 2 M1. Let (1)n;m2N and (n;m)n;m2N be the phase
matrices of the canonical and the trivial phase observables, respectively. Now (dn;m)n;m2N 
(1)n;m2N for all (dn;m) 2M1 and (n;m)  (cn;m) for all (cn;m) 2 C. Note that  is not a partial
ordering. It does not satisfy the antisymmetry condition.
Dene the following equivalence relation in C:




; (n)n2N  [0; 2):
Denote the equivalence class of (cn;m) 2 C by [(cn;m)], and dene a partial ordering  in the
set of equivalence classes as follows: [(cn;m)]  [(dn;m)] if (cn;m) = (dn;m) ? (en;m) for some
(en;m) 2 C. Now [(n;m)]  [(cn;m)]  [(1)] for all (cn;m) 2 C and, thus, the equivalence class of
the canonical phase matrix is the upper bound.
8. On the pointwise convergence of phase kernels
As we have seen, a phase observable E is determined uniquely by a phase matrix (cn;m)
via Equation (1). For any trace-class operator T we can dene a complex measure X 7!
pET (X) := tr(TE(X)) which is absolutely continuous with respect to the normalised Lebesgue
measure and, thus, has a Radon-Nikodym derivative gET such that p
E








where the summation converges pointwise for d-almost all  2 R. But is it possible? In this
section we study this problem.
Let us start with the simplest case. Let E be the canonical phase, and let T j’i h j where
’;  2 H. From Carleson Theorem [10] we know that any L2-Fourier series converges pointwise











for almost all  2 R. Let then T be an arbitrary trace-class operator, and let E be any phase
observable with the covariant trace-preserving operation  of Theorem 3. Now we can write
(T ) = T − T + iTγ − iT where the operators Tu are positive trace-class operators with
decompositions Tu =
P1
k=0 j’(u)k ih’(u)k j, ’(u)k 2 H, k 2 N, where u = ; ; γ; . Thus,
gET () = g
Ecan
T
()− gEcanT () + igEcanTγ ()− igEcanT ()







for all u = ; ; γ;  and for almost all  2 R. We will get a similar equation without using







for almost all  2 R. A problem of Equations (7) and (8) is that it is not clear that we can
change the order of k- and (n;m)-sums. So we have to consider other methods.
Let E be a phase observable with (cn;m), and let g
E
T be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the
complex measure pET associated to T 2 T (H). The sesquilinear mapping H  H 3 (’;  ) 7!









where en() = e
in and the double series converges with respect to the L1-norm. This implies
[11, Theorem 3.12, p. 68] the following theorem:
Theorem 5. There exists a subsequence N 3 k 7! nk 2 N, n1 < n2 < n3 < :::, such that






for almost all  2 R.
It can be shown [11, Theorem 7.8, p. 140] that





for almost all  2 [0; 2). Thus, by direct calculation one gets






for almost all  2 R where fk () :=
(
e − 1 =(ik), k 6= 0, and f0 () = 1. Thus,
lim!0+ f
(1)
k () = 1 for all k 2 Z. Also, by a theorem of Fatou [12, p. 34], one can show
that






for almost all  2 R where f (2)k () := (1 − )jkj for all k 2 Z and the double series converges







n−m()jnihmj; j = 1; 2;
are bounded with kC(1) k  2= and kC(2) k  2=− 1 for each  2 (0; 1] it follows that





 ; j = 1; 2;
for almost all  2 R.
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